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The project
Érhangja Association implements a youth exchange in Săcueni between 7 and 13 May
2018, attended by 28 young people from 4 countries: Romania, Lithuania, Greece and
Hungary.
The purpose of mobility is triple:
 drawing young peoples’ attention to the importance of preserving traditional crafts
in order to obstruct their disappearance, implicitly to maintain their own cultural
identity and the multicultural character of the European community
 helping young unemployed people to recognize in the crafts a way out of their
disadvantaged situation, namely raising their awareness on the fact that by
initiating in crafts they can build their professional life, they can secure a constant
source of income
 identifying measures that might be applied by young people as future artisans for
flourishing, craft development (raising the volume of revenue, extending market
coverage, popularity).
These objectives will be achieved through three major types of activities: The young
people will visit various craftsmen (wood carver, weaver, honey producer, felting
specialist, straw chopper, soup pasta maker), where they will have the opportunity to get
acquainted with their work, to try the working methods, to make various objects.
Participants will engage in dialogue with craftspeople about how they started their activity,
how they learned the job, what kind of difficulties encountered, etc. After each workshop, a
brainstorming will take place in which young people will propose personalized ideas to
motivate younger generations to choose the crafts as job, hobby and to increase the
economic effectiveness of the work of the visited artisans. An article writing session will
also be held every activity day, where the participants will draw up thematic articles that
will sum up the ideas suggested in the brainstorming. The project will end with an event
attended by craftsmen visited during mobility and members of the local community
(young, school pupils) and one held in the local high school. During these programs, the
participants will share their ideas gathered during brainstorming and included in the
brochure, motivating local youths to turn towards crafts, and craftsmen to improve their
work. From the mobility will not miss intercultural activities aimed at developing positive
awareness of other cultures of the participants (intercultural evening, visit to ethnographic
museum, folk dance learning). During the youth exchange, the participants will develop
many practical skills that will be included in their detailed Youthpass certificate.

the organizers

HONEY MAKING
Honey making is a traditional craft and its history goes back to the ancient times. Since
then, it has become popular in Sacueni, and throughout this area, and it is still very
common among the local people. Although the majority of the job is done by the bees, being
a honey maker is a highly important profession with full of responsibility in order to keep
the
families
alive
and
ensure them the best circumstances to work.
A sign of the significance of this profession is the fact that people
have to get a certification before they start dealing with it. After
the bees collect the pollens and produce the honey itself, the
professional honey makers make it edible. Since honey was the
food of the bees during winter, they also have to provide them
something else to eat so they give them sugared water. Finally,
everyone should keep in mind to respect bees as they produce
something that never expires.

The local beekeeper
Personal life of Imre Barta
Imre Barta is a 25 year old beekeeper who lives in
Sacueni, Bihor. He is currently doing several jobs.
Apart from being beekeeper he is also a teacher, he is
a cameraman for the Erhangja association and he is
growing peach trees. Considering beekeeping, he has
been practicing it for 5 years. He learnt his craft from
the oldest beekeeper in town. In his family there were
no beekeepers, except one relative who had been practicing beekeeping for 60 years and he
inspired Imre. He had to mature as a beekeeper while he learnt from the elder craftsman in
order to find his own technique, while he did that he learnt some very useful tricks too. In
the beginning it was not a profitable profession, but throughout the years it became
profitable as he started to love more his bee families. There is one more person in the city
who works in this domain, he is one year younger than him and he is doing this very well.
Most people though consider beekeeping to be a hobby. When he began, there was not
much government funding, so he didn't apply for it and now that his business is going
better, he doesn't want to apply for a program, even though there are such opportunities.

When we asked him about his free time, he said that he doesn't have any. However, he
assured us that he would never give up his craft because he loves it so much.

How to increase your income if you are a beekeeper?






The beekeepers would have to apply for a European Union funding to save money
on beekeeping supplies.
Craftsman would have to increase the number of bee hives to compete with larger
farms.
Attracting younger people to help with increased number of bee hives would help to
expand your business and give knowledge to next generations.
Many agricultural producers out there will pay bee keepers to temporarily relocate
their hives to their farms to provide pollination services. Craftsman would gain a lot
of profit from similar possibilities.
Also, creating your own unique label would increase the worth of your product. That
would attract new customers and allow you to raise the price.

WOOD CARVING
Although wood carving is a traditional craft, nowadays it is not so popular and there are
only few people who learn this profession. One reason for that may be the fact that it
requires a great amount of practice and patience. However, during the recent years, this
craft has changed a lot due to the technical advancements. It is true that machines have
made it easier to carve wood but in this way, products are not unique and they do not have
any emotional references. Wood carvers can work with any kind of wood until it is dry
enough, but of course it is easier to use soft wood instead of hard one. When it comes to
wood carving, keep it mind that handmade wood products can be your partners during
your whole life and you can grow old together with them as they can be used for 50-60
years.

The wood Guru
Personal life of Ferencz Szabó
Ferencz Szabo is a 63 year old wood-carver form Sacueni,
Bihor. He started working as a locksmith, metalworker and
repairman using metal tools. Afterwards he started
working as a professional photographer for 20 years.
While he was a photographer, he was visiting houses being
invited to take photos on family events like Christmas.
Being there sometimes he noticed beautiful furniture, at
other occasions he was invited to shot furniture that needed repair. This is how he got
inspired to become a wood carver. Being a nature lover this is one of his favorite topics in
wood-carving too. He started crafting products for hunters and wineries, both practical
things and decorations, like wooden bases for hunted trophies. Each piece of art he makes
is unique. He is still in contact with photographing, but now he shots his products using
social media to promote his work. He doesn’t use new technologies for making his art
works; he makes a stand for manufacturing. Through his craft he fights against massproduction. At first his craft was not profitable due to the amount of time needed and the
lack of appreciation. In the long term though it bettered, he started making profit. Willing to
pass it on to the next generation, he would never quit his craft.

How to increase your income if you are a wood-carver?





Consider to remake the products which sell fast and are demanded by consumers.
Educate young people about wood carving craft and raise awareness about the
worth of hand made products.
To promote the craft, open workshops where people can try it for themselves and
familiarize them with your work.
Collaborate with other craftsman to possibly work together and make products even
more expensive, raise their market value.

PASTA MAKING
The history of homemade pasta goes back far into the past
but it is rare that people still produce pasta at home.
Fortunately, in Sacueni and around it, this tradition is still
alive. Although homemade pasta consists of only four
ingredients (flour, eggs, salt and some water), it takes a lot
of time to make it as you have to be precise to produce
nice and delicious pasta. If you use this easy recipe, you
got the basics which can be transformed into different
forms such as squares or snails. An advantage of making
homemade pasta is that you can make a great amount of it
at once which can be stored and used for a long time. Eating homemade pasta is not just
more delicious than those that are sold in shops, but it is healthier as well since you choose
the ingredients yourself, which can also be homemade.

The Pasta Lady
Personal life of Ildiko Braun
Ildiko Braun is a 43 year old woman, mother of 2 , winemaker , who makes pasta for her
family . She doesn’t like to buy food from the supermarket so she makes it herself, as she
does with clothes and other stuff too. As she was growing up she learnt the craft from her
family. She makes pasta in the winter and stores it for later because in the summer she
doesn’t have enough time. Apart from making pasta Ildiko is a community leader as she
organizes workshops and helps children to learn her craft.

How to increase your income if you are a pasta maker?




Consider making it a business, use a brand name that excludes from competitors with

whom you couldn’t compete in price, but the product itself might be attractive to a
consumer.
Use unique recipes that can be presented in workshops and online advertisement.
Participate in local seasonal fairs or Sunday markets. These opportunities can help
you kick start the business.




Make dishes with the pasta and present them to local shops, offices or large
gatherings like weddings.
Promote your product in local shops and restaurants. Consider investing to
advertise your product on the menus of famous restaurants.

FELTING
Felting also belongs to those crafts which has been practiced for a very long time. The wool
used for felting played an important role in our ancestors’ lives as it was one of the
components of their “houses”, the so called yurts. One reason for that is that wool is
waterproof and resistant to the challenges of the weather so it could save people perfectly.
Besides this, the same material was used for shepherds’ clothes. These ways of use of wool
indicates the importance of felting as this is the
technique nowadays which is mainly practiced only as
a hobby. Since some felting techniques are extremely
time-consuming, you will need a huge amount of
patience if you would like to try them. On the other
hand, if you like to create nice things rapidly, look for a
felting needle and let the magic begin. However, if you
have enough patience, felting can become your real
passion easily as it is amazing how the wool changes
during the stages of it.

Fool of the Wool
Personal life of Emese Faragó
Emese Faragó is a 47 year old woman who lives in Oradea, Bihor, she has a 21 year old
daughter. She started working with wool 15 years ago, now she is working in a Waldorf
kindergarten and she can still practice felting
because it is a principle of the institution to use
natural materials for the kids’ activities. She did
not have to try hard to combine felting and work
in her life, she started making wool toys for/with
the kids. At the end of every year, she helps
children to craft their own backpack before
attending primary school. Her target is not the
money, but sometimes when someone orders

something she is going to cost it at a minimum price. Moreover she tries to make every
order unique and special. As for the items she crafts most of the orders are bags, pillows
and plushes.

How to increase your income if you are felting?





Open an e-shop where customers can create their own product. For example a
customer can pick a base color of a phone case, then the decorations, design and so
on.
Sell felting kits for beginners. They include instructions and photos of each step.
Open interactive workshops where people can make the product themselves and
then just pay for the materials and a lesson.
Participate in the festivals, seasonal fairs and flea markets.

CHAIR WEAVING
Chair weaving has a long history as people in the
past used this technique to make furniture for
themselves. However, not only chairs were made
with weaving but other sorts of furniture, as well.
A reason for that might be the fact that this kind
of furniture is long-lasting and can be used even
for a hundred year. It is important to know that
people work with sedge when it comes to
weaving but you have to be really careful with it
as it can cut your fingers easily if you pull it in the
wrong way. First, you have to make the sedge

leaves wet, secondly twist them, and if you already have the ready-made chair frame you
can start the weaving itself.

Unfortunately, this craft is dying out since between the two world wars hundreds of people
did chair weaving but today only a few people own the necessary knowledge for it.

The 'Chairman'
Personal life of Imre Nagy (Utila)
Imre Nagy (Utila) is the name of a man in his fifties who lives in Sălacea. He started chair
weaving last year. The reason that he chose to start this kind of craft is the death of his
neighbor, who was the last chair weaver in the village, so Imre didn't want the craft to
disappear. He lacks of experience and he never learned from anyone earlier, he only knew
some techniques watching his neighbor till he could. Until now, he is still practicing and he
has not made any money, because he can't sell his products yet. He hopes that his income
will increase, as he gets better and better. He is the last active crafter of chair weaving, as
all the other crafters who have the knowledge don't practice it because it’s not worth it, as
it takes too much time and effort.

How to increase your income if you are a chair weaver?







Promote your products in the museums with interactive workshops.

Make contacts with various furniture companies to include your brand in their
shops, catalogues.
Consider applying for European Union funding to save money on supplies and
possibly increase the profit.
Take part in fairs, Sunday markets. That way you promote your brand and let people
know about the craft too.
Make generous discounts to attract people who have lower income.

WEAVING
Weaving is a traditional craft which originally was manual but modernized during the
Industrial Revolution when the weaving machine was invented. The first thing that comes
into most people’s mind when speaking about weaving is the production of carpets but
actually many sorts of things can be created with this technique such as clothes or bags.
Weaving requires great amount of concentration and patience, of course but preparation

takes more time than the weaving itself.
Furthermore, when you would like to make
any sample into your production you have to
be more precise to count on which strings you
would like to weave it. Keep it in mind that
weaving is also a craft which you should try
once in your lifetime since it can be a real fun
if you have already learnt the technique.

The local spider
Personal life of Irén Balajti
Irén Balajti lives in Cheșereu and she is a weaver. She has 7 grandchildren, and because she
is not working, she spends a lot of time with them except in the summer, when she crafts a
lot of items for them. Before starting weaving, she was a farmer, she had all kind of plants
and she likes gardening. Weaving came from her grandmother; she was the one who
inspired her starting this craft. Because she spends a lot time with her grandchildren, she
needs to have a way of income, so starting selling her items that she makes with all her love
was the best idea. All her products are made of natural materials, which include old
pullovers and secondhand clothes. She confessed to us that her husband died 4 years ago,
but he didn't help anyway so she can still continue her craft as she did before. However, her
husband used to call her a spider that weaves every time she was working, because of the
amount of time she spends weaving. She would never quit her craft because it relaxes her
and makes her happy.

How to increase income with weaving craft?



Look for opportunities to get materials from flea markets, weekend sales or second
hand shops.
Consider making the prices higher, because they seem to be too low for handmade
work.







Create a profile at the website www.etsi.com in which you can sell only handmade
products.
Host workshops for young people to keep this tradition alive and to raise products
popularity.
Take part in various craftsman fairs, Sunday markets, festivals and similar events.
Collaborate with vintage, antique shops in order to sell your product more
efficiently.
Promote your product as eco-friendly. That might attract a wider range of
customers.
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